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BACKLASH!
Our righteous head of state’s been talking trash
(Dead man walking)
Yes, we need a BACKLASH!
It’s time for love to kick some ass
(Oh yeah)
BACKLASH!
The 1% has left us flat
(Um-huh)
Gonna be a BACKLASH!
I tell ya, the nation’s been hijacked
(Jack)
By Wall Street

The Declaration of Independence
The Constitution and all its amendments
Irrelevant have been rendered
By folks who speak like they were senseless,
Their inanity is relentless
The truth’s beyond their retention
Democracy’s not just ‘bout making money!

BACKLASH!
The Twitter mobs will soon get thrashed
(It’s time to pay)
Do you feel the BACKLASH!
The culture of contempt ain’t gonna last
(Goddamn right)
BACKLASH!
Let’s take business as usual to task
(I’m with ya)
There’s gonna be a BACKLASH! 
Pull the lobbyists out from the ass 
Of Congress BACKLASH!

They’ve slighted all who love liberty
Ushered in greed like we’ve never seen
Given to insincerity
I disdain their mediocrity
Spreading fear with alacrity
(Yeah, they love it)
Among some other darker things
And all we’ve done is
Watch our televisions!

We need a BACKLASH!
Our common faces have been slapped
BACKLASH!
And the explanations are all crap
(Of course)
Yeah, let’s have a BACKLASH!
Politicians should vacation in Iraq!
(Oh yeah, I wanna be there)
The time’s ripe for a BACKLASH!
You know the vote’s our real chance
 
We’ve been pedaled future blindness
In the name of good greed’s survival
It’s the bread and butter of their office time
Right along with oil reliance
How we’re treated’s far more than a crime
As palms are greased all down the line
   
And some fools say the nation’s standing taller
When the facts point to our stature getting smaller
The head fool says the nation’s standing taller



All we do is flick the switch, turn the page or put on the headset
Sit back, enjoy the channeled words
(All fit to print)
And all politically correct
Forefathers all chucked to the wind
You wipe your ass now with their documents
Assemblin’ cameras, readyin’ mics
Delivering reality at its best

But you never tell lies, the rule you swear by 
But to dramatize it makes it all bullshit

Scandals to sensationalize, you'd better have your alibi all set 
That’s the power of the press 
And they're all above redress 
How far can we regress?

What they tell us we really can’t use
That’s the power of the press!

Scandals to sensationalize, you'd better have your alibi all set
Crushin’ in on private lives (They wouldn’t do that!)
Oh, you wanna bet?
That’s the power of the press
Power of the press (repeated)

What they tell us we really can’t use

THE
POWER

OF
THE

PRESS



I went down to the elections
Where songs played of pomp and fear
Became asphyxiated
By the empty-headed cheer

The candidates all pre-selected
by those with masked identities
Espoused platforms of infections
Born from Wounded Knee

I marveled at the imperfections
Of this rusted obscene machine
When I pulled down on its handle 
There ushered forth a million screams

I went down
So down

I went down to the elections
Where I was told I’d be set right
By a colored man bandaged and broken
And a woman wrongly contrite

I watched unjust inspections
Of the lines of anxiety
By forgotten ships in Port Huron
I wept most copiously

I went down So down
I went down So down

And as hate
marched down the streets
The forgotten
were swept off their feet
Justice was burned in effigy
And the wronged
Watched dispassionately
They looked on
So wearily

I went down to the elections
In a disenchanted land
To decipher verbal codes
Of the aloof and the flim-flam

ELECTIONSELECTIONS
My journey it had started
Wrapped in eternal hope’s sunlight
I’d armed myself with 50 crosses
Though I knew they’d not suffice

Ears were peeled for insurrections
Along the fault lines in the throng
I was bent on the detection
of the weak disguised as strong

I went down
So down

The halls adorned with indiscretions
And defecations of taboos
Echoes of the ballots dropping
The only hope for a cynic’s cure

I went down
So down
I went down
So down



Jack Sprat ate no fat and his wife ate no lean
And all of my life I’d known this to be true
But some men in a bar they contradicted all that
Said theirs was just an alternative fact

I was riding a bus listenin’ to Beethoven’s 5th
When the man next to me smiled, said “I love it, too,
But old Ludwig’s deafness is total claptrap”
It was just an alternative fact

They sure come in handy, those alternative facts
Especially when you’ve got the wall at your back
Make life so much simpler
When you lack an attack
Why, I was told yesterday that the world it is flat
It’s just an alternative fact

Picasso’s Guernica on the museum’s wall
Next to me a fellow citizen was takin’ it in
Then spun ‘round and said , “That’s not what I call abstract”
It was just an alternative fact

I was watching TV, man, that Slynews it was on
There were Pinocchio people who’d just had nose jobs
Great gloating righteousness was where they were all at
Through applying alternative facts 

They sure come in handy, those alternative facts
Especially during a panic attack
But you need to be careful
‘Cause they just might bite back
For years I’ve been told it was this now it’s that
Chalk it up to alternative facts

They sure come in handy, those alternative facts
Especially when your logic’s out of whack
They leave their victims with their jaws hanging slack
Just today someone told me that the world it is flat
Well, it’s just an alternative fact

An orange man was speaking before a large crowd
He claimed that more than a million were there
Newspapers reported he was quite full of crap
Just a case of alternative facts
Just a case of alternative facts

ALTERNATIVEFACTS



On the street a man selling single cigarettes
Trying to earn a dollar
Was approached by five policemen
Who soon caused him to holler
One locked his arm around his neck
And soon that poor, black man was dead
And on Sunday they went to church

Tell me ‘bout your God
Do you pray real hard?
Tell me ‘bout your God
I’ve read he sees us all
 
In a place completely decimated
Screams of women resound
Men in face masks holding weapons
Performing sacred rounds
As they strip the women and their rights
They give praise to a Middle Eastern sky
And as you step into the mosque

Tell me ‘bout your God
Is violence on his cards?
Tell me ‘bout your God
Aren’t you in his charge?

Perhaps in your vicinity
Christian soldiers gather
Talking loud ‘bout moral right
But have no right to be threatening
Doctors working within the law
For women who must make their own calls
To all the angry mobs I say 

Tell me ‘bout your God 
Does he spare the rod? 
Tell me ‘bout your God 
Aren’t you in his charge? 
Tell me ‘bout your God 
I’ve read he sees us all 
Tell me ‘bout your God 
Aren’t you in his charge? 
What do you think he’d say? 
If he were here today? 

“And yes, I can “Imagine…no religion, too.”

TELL ME ‘BOUT
YOUR GOD



What I hate is hate
What love has built it eradicates
What I hate is hate
We need a wall but ‘tween church and state
 
What I hate is hate
In the petri dish of dumb it waits
It’s openin’ up the gates of hell, oh righteous ones
Comin’ down from right and left, mate
Dig?

News stars’ egos stirrin’ up the pot of anger
Encouragin’ everyone to take a sword and side
Tweets  are representin’ mobs fond of judging
And the powerful are riding on their tide
 
Political correctness aidin’ and abettin’
Thinks it’s got a patent on what’s wrong and right
Social media lets folks tout their self-importance
Even those who monger hate don’t need to hide

What I hate is hate
In the streets let’s congregate
No, it’s not too late
Greet change with joy not fear, ya hear?

What I hate is hate 
And why’s that Bible Belt so irate? 

WHAT I HATE IS HATE
Love does await 
When we accept, not tolerate 

It’s hard to spread the love when you’re workin’ three jobs
And life’s mediocre chores seem to conspire
All of it can rob us of our spiritual nature 
Don’t allow this state to give you bloodshot eyes

What I hate is hate
For fewer guns why must we wait
For more deaths to accumulate? 
The heartless logic really grates

40,000 deaths a year by bullets show us
That amendment number two might have some flaws
Get the NRA’s dough out of politicians’ pockets
Then it’ll be a piece of cake to change the laws
 
Who in their right mind must guard the right to murder?
But on the way we mustn’t vilify
It’s all about rebirth and not persecution
If you don’t believe me just ask Jesus Christ

What I hate is hate 
I’m urgin’ each and every race 
Love we must create 
Like those holy Joes pontificate



The dawn breaks to reveal a night
Fraught with labyrinths out of sight
Cameras roll under the guise of light
Talking heads spew shit with all their might
Their versions of what’s wrong and right
Seek to confound us

Fortunes that have become obscene
Are touted through publicity
Golden knaves court false eternities
Cast the spells of future mindless sprees
Too many good souls seek to please
What does elude and defy them

Wanderings through cyberspace
Increase abilities to hate
For friends in the flesh aching souls do wait
The screen’s promises do not abate
Absorb us from the moment we wake
And at shutdown the basket’s empty

And though progress is said to be there
It’s all a rather sad state of affairs
Another day at the trough that has no bottom

Bathroom doors that don’t tell us who
Can enter them enrage the stooge
Who’s sweating blood to hold back new rules
Swearing to almighty God (but whose?)
That those who let such injustices accrue
Will be barred from the rapture

We’ll all live to be a hundred and five
When we knock down all pills advertised
Installment payments will help you to thrive
Docs and pharms are on your side
As side effects in small print slide by
Rapidly as death comes

Those sworn to guard the laws of the land 
Tunnel under lines drawn in the sand 
Their greasy palms, hid, do command 
Us to sing faithfully the song the band 
Plays soullessly upon their demand 
Without waver

And as the meek wait for their inheritance
Who’ll tell ‘em such patience makes no sense?
Another day of change deferred

Itinerant icebergs at your baby-boom door 
Are reminders of mother nature’s war
Which you’ve consequentially ignored
Hard to keep the faith when it’s on all fours
The short term view’s got lots in store
For your children’s children

Those who educate are smeared
Smothered by plumes of the green eagle’s fears
That knowledge alone can a nation steer
But greed is good, for what’s unclear
My senses, freed, endeavor hard to spear
The basic logic

“Be creative!”, the new battle cry
To encourage those in the bread lines
Whose tears stain their urban cardboard sties
The mother of necessity belies
Proclaimed girders that underlie
A bottom line of zero

Those online gurus spread their mantras 
That’re about as credible as a hundred Santas
Another day of false profits

People slavin’ at at least two jobs
Put credence in those who rob
Them of their dreams, laugh as you sob
Minimum wage and equality totally fobbed
Off by those who back the 1% mob
And they’re only asking for your patience
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Which in the end will turn to ash
The good book in their hands is trash
About the Rolls Royces no one asks
Why, they don’t even need to wear a mask
To rob you
  
As that great curse word of comfort resounds
Around the halls where excess hounds
The good, drives them hard into the ground
Yet opportunities are claimed to abound
For those who seek, they will be found
At McDonalds

Cultivate your own brain
Or be consumed by mass culture’s games
Another day of sweetened deception

“Routine is the cancer of time”
Do you fight enough to shield your mind
From flotsam surfing round like slime?
To what the dormouse said I do subscribe
It’ll bring you closer to the sublime
Than an app will

In an age in which there’s little proof
That Google represents the truth
Folks hunch over devices void of ruth
What goes viral it is so uncouth
It’s all proffered as the canned fruits
Of our labors

Though my senses crash into walls
Built furiously by he who makes the calls
I am not down, I will never fall
For the ruses that are meant to stall
My forward motion in the long haul
During which I have been dreaming

So let them lay me on the rack
My toiling spirit they’ll never crack
Another day that’s not tomorrow



Hidden inside a dark cave of time
You read archives to ease your mind
The future looms before you like some goon

Old and passive you now are
Beyond wishin’ on a star
Your cynicism only blinds you to the light

You’re adamant you are correct
And so you just refuse to bet
On ideas put forth since 1962

Your world is frozen solid
There is an ice age deep inside your head
You’re pained by the word “tomorrow”
Nostalgia is the lover in your bed

As you comb the Net to find like minds
Modern times seem just like crimes

But we cannot return
To the corpses of the past
Rewinding life’s a very futile task
And we cannot return
But face the challenge of a different day
With our both feet planted in the world

In the world
In the world
In the world

WE CANNOT RETURN

Your twittered little fingers 
Are all sore and red from fingering
That device that you can’t work without a fuss

For your age you may look young
But decay’s surely encased your tongue
Since when you chose to live inside a box
Participation for you’s no option
You sit numbly in your old critic’s armchair
And watch with scowling mien
Changes approaching you with their daunting dares

And as you vent upon your Facebook wall
You’re gonna miss the real call

For we cannot return
To when life was black and white
And innocence was oh so rife
And we cannot return
For you can’t reverse the tides
Or the raging current of the world

Though it’s true that little’s sacred
Nevertheless there is a church in every heart
Old, good things, I don’t disgrace them
But they must be transformed if they are to grow

So younger people don’t be slow
In the face of power’s throes
Don’t be stymied, still or mute with cat-caught 
tongues

For all the wickedness that has been wrought
Can be undone by common cause
And there’s much good in those old 60’s songs

Retain what’s worthy from those “good old days”
Not trapped within a maudlin haze

‘Cause we cannot return
To the shadows of lost ways
It’s too easy to love yesterday
And we cannot return
We must forge a brand new road
From the smithy of eternal rebel souls

Today
In this world 
Today
In our world

 And we cannot return
 No, we cannot return



First it was the light shining upon her cheeks
Something precious brought my senses to their feet
The magic in her dreamy voice caressed my ears
Evoking a sensation I knew might last for years

When you don’t expect it comes the knockout punch
As her name fell from her lips, I fell so deep in love
I embraced her in my mind as she crossed the room
And fantasized about being alone with her 

It was so hard to keep at bay
The kiss I yearned that day

The eyes of Heather
The eyes of Heather
Promised stormy weather
The eyes of Heather
 
Ain’t it funny how experience
Gets up and leaves you flat when you need it most
Her golden ring of promise I refused to note
The pounding of my heart blocked out all common sense
I had no idea that she would ambush me
Her happy married life filled me with misery
Frightened and excited simultaneously
Not unnoticed by the people who had come to tea

I believed we were so in tune
As my gaze absorbed the love monsoon

In the eyes of Heather
In the eyes of Heather
Lots of stormy weather
In the eyes of Heather

From the threshold of her world into a New Year’s night 
Suffering from the pain of falling from her sight
Her voice uttered my name, sayin’ how nice it was 
To get to know me, and then she closed the door

My heart’s state was clear to see
For the only thing I longed to be was
 
In the eyes of Heather
In the eyes of Heather
Fruitlessly lost forever
In the eyes of Heather

THE EYES
OF

HEATHER



The sky is cryin' 
The tears they fall on my windowpane 
So sick of your lyin' 
So sure that you don't bear any blame 
Watch my eyes closely 
They're turnin' black from the love you gave 
Your touch, so corrosive
 
Your smile defeats me 
You've captured my heart like it was a slave 
Shackled and broken 
A shadow of what I used to be 
I don't understand love
I've got a mind so full of rain 
I question your motives 
Ah, I'm used to the pain 

You couldn't care less about me now 
Wonderin' where my self-respect went 
You treat me like a dog, I yelp - bow-wow 
Deep in my mind I know your intent 

There's a hole where my heart was 
I gave up the search so long ago 
For wear I am worse, dear 
While we’re making love, you talk on the telephone 

MIND FULL OF RAIN
Do I have a right to live (Oh no!) 
in this prison that's your love? 
I grapple with my fears 
Won't you throw me a bone? 

You couldn't care less about me now 
Wonderin' where my self-respect went 
You treat me like a dog, I yelp - bow-wow 
Deep in my mind I know your intent

Outside it's still rainin' 
Inside I'm soaked right to the bone 
Few feelings remainin' 
You scour my soul like a toilet bowl 
I know what you're thinkin' 
You haven't broken me enough 
The end is approachin' 

You couldn't care less about me now 
Wonderin' where my self-respect went 
You kick me like a dog, I yelp - bow-wow
 
In the back of my mind 
I knew your intent 
You couldn’t care less about me



Bare feet restin’ on the pavement
of a late December city street 
People walk by staring at their screens
A human cries out for a bite to eat

One passersby says to another 
With pompous certainty
“I would have been prepared for the worst
All these people are just so weak”

And somewhere else entirely
Someone’s spewing mean on a blog
Says we should’ve done this and we should’ve done that
Loads of people have been loggin’ on

While tons of Twitter condemnations
Clobber those speakin’ their own minds
Telling everybody else how to live their lives
While makin’ sure not to be tracked online

It must be great to be a
Monday morning quarterback
She’s the sole decoder of
The real story that’s at hand
So morally astute is
The Monday morning quarterback
For whom reality’s abstract

MONDAY MORNING QUARTERBACK
See that Chief Executive Officer
Who sees the planet as his to roll
Said he’d be savin’ the world from catastrophe
With all that palm oil in Borneo

But what he did not seem to anticipate 
Was ravaging nature’s harmony
And in a post-disaster interview
Said now he’d do it all differently
 
And some career politician
Tries to excuse decisions of the past
Sayin’ he couldn’t have known this and she couldn’t have known that 
Blames the lack of vision they never had

And people on the left and on the right
Pointing fingers most venomously
Say they saw it all comin’ from miles away
But at the time thought that they shouldn’t speak

The easy idiocy of  
The Monday morning quarterback
Possessing naturally the
common sense most others lack
Pathetically they line up
The Monday morning quarterbacks
Quite unable to complete a pass



Heading out again
Into the blue of time
Journeying once again
Through the landscape of my mind

The search for rhyme

And as I stumble
Eons of searching for repose
I wander and I wonder
about the essence of this road

Roses and thorns
Before me and behind
I want to turn the page 
But…..

Blue of time will you ever
Let me fathom your design?
Or am I only wastin’ my time?
Or will the same old mysteries 
maintain their hold on my mind?
Have I seen your way, now?
Do I see no line?

Oh, blue of time

All there is
Love and memories
A jungle of emotion
Longing for some peace

The search for rhyme

The days slip through my fingers
Is that the promise of this life?
How often I forget
Time ticks not only just for me

In a labyrinth of seas
Whose crests I cannot not ride
Though they all lead
To me….

Blue of time I hunt you
Or will I never see your face?
Still I endeavor to deny you
Learning more from tears
than sunshine

BLUE OF TIME

Oh it’s so hard
Is there not some reason
somewhere to cushion my fall?

Oh, blue of time

Sometimes I wish I could escape
Peregrinations of my mind
It tries to solve the riddles
Ravenous for the sublime

Roses and thorns
Before me and behind
I want to turn the page 
But…..

Blue of time will you ever
Let me fathom your design?
Or will the rushing tides only
Roll over and over
The restive soul
That is mine?

Oh, blue of time
Oh, blue of time
Will there be some comfort
somewhere down the line?

Oh, blue of time 



My soul and I are juxtaposed against the dark
I’m thinking things that I would utter to no one
Left to my own devices, analyze our pain
That puts the fear of God into the daily bread

Wizened sisters lying spellbound in the sand
Touched by feelings that they do not understand

If we’d learn from their hate
We’d not repeat all that we know
Deal a joker to fate
Dry your eyes

Love, come and walk with me

Sleeping bums, their resignation is the truth
I can see their dreams hiding in the shadows of their youth
Dreams are a vision that beckon us from evil lands
Love is joy, love is pain
We shall see when

LOVE, COME AND

You come and walk with me
Love, won’t you come and walk with me?
Love, won’t you come and walk with me?

In the darkness of our morning
You bring a basket full of tears
I try my best to console you, girl
But I can’t keep at bay our fears

Belief it weaves my coat of disreality
Keeps out the cold winds that are trying to ruin me
Love is joy, love is pain
And it don’t come for free
We are jostled by tides, nonetheless

Love, come and walk with me
Love, won’t you come and walk with me?
Won’t you come and walk with me?

WALK WITH ME 



2045
You and I walk along the ocean 
that ebbs softly with slime 
Colored plastic washed up on the shoreline is
Making strange designs
Iron dinosaurs stand in the distance,
abandoned orphans of a time 
It all attests to our mutual state in
2045 

As we walk across the shrunken beaches 
and pay a fee to swim the fecal tide 
We stop into an oxygen station 
and breathe a fresh sigh 
Contemplate our evening dinner:
Toxic steak, death on the side 
The average age is 39 now in 
2045 

Cloned abodes made just for everyone 
Windows gleaming in sunshine 
Made beautiful by all the vapors 
Progress contrived 
And outside the streets are full of 
the homeless, who cannot decide on 
how to grapple with the terms of life in
2045 

Oh, there's no God, I have no doubt now, 
for His tears would've drowned the crimes 
of His divine creation, a Frankenstein 
Knowledge is power, but so is money, 
and the latter reigns on high 
Socrates is an investment banker in 
2045 

And someone said, "Dream your dreams" 
but humankind dreamed too carelessly 
And now we must discern the meaning of 
barren trees in Spring

Barren tress in Spring



Well done, my friend 
This is not the end
For the love you’ve given
has left all content
Whoever you’ve touched
Will not forget

It’s said there’s a reason for all things
Somethin’ I don’t like pondering
In the case of you it seems unjust
It is all a bit too much
I’d give all I have to preserve your life
At times like these I realize
We are all just minute grains
In the sands of time

What we’ve shared I hold sacred
My love for you it feels inbred
No one will ever know
What has passed between us
The days of youth, the days of dreams
That brought us all the way to here
Are useless to me now
In my agony

Well done, my friend 
This is not the end
For the love you’ve given
has left all content
Whoever you’ve touched
Will not forget

No, we will not forget

As we go on, this space in time
A vintage ripens on the vine
Days before of discovery
had their worth, their ecstasy
The unripe wine of youth matures
Allows the heart to feel assured
Accents that priceless thing called trust
Without which life would not be much

Well done, my friend 
This is not the end
For the love you’ve given
has left all content
Whoever you’ve touched
Will not forget

I told you once when we were young
Love’s youth gives way to what comes from
Experience, heart’s enrichment,
The ying and yang does not relent
Without some pain we can't progress
To smile in its face is the real test
I wish we all were soldiers
In the army of the dove

States
       Shifting and changing
       The inner days of our lives
       From love to hate
       and all in between
       A gamut of emotions
       Through body and soul 
       A raging stream

       Powerless are we
       To stem this tide
       Understanding the shades
       of all the meanings
       Our lives’ task to master
       If a balance is to be achieved
       Before we pass

STATESSTATES

WELL DONE


